Emerging classes of concentrator photovoltaic (CPV) modules reach efficiencies that are far greater than those of even the highest performance flat-plate PV technologies, with architectures that have the potential to provide the lowest cost of energy in locations with high direct normal irradiance (DNI). A disadvantage is their inability to effectively use diffuse sunlight, thereby constraining widespread geographic deployment and limiting performance even under the most favorable DNI conditions. This study introduces a module design that integrates capabilities in flat-plate PV directly with the most sophisticated CPV technologies, for capture of both direct and diffuse sunlight, thereby achieving efficiency in PV conversion of the global solar radiation. Specific examples of this scheme exploit commodity silicon (Si) cells integrated with two different CPV module designs, where they capture light that is not efficiently directed by the concentrator optics onto large-scale arrays of miniature multijunction (MJ) solar cells that use advanced III-V semiconductor technologies. In this CPV + scheme ("+" denotes the addition of diffuse collector), the Si and MJ cells operate independently on indirect and direct solar radiation, respectively. On-sun experimental studies of CPV + modules at latitudes of 35.9886°N (Durham, NC), 40.1125°N (Bondville, IL), and 38.9072°N (Washington, DC) show improvements in absolute module efficiencies of between 1.02% and 8.45% over values obtained using otherwise similar CPV modules, depending on weather conditions. These concepts have the potential to expand the geographic reach and improve the cost-effectiveness of the highest efficiency forms of PV power generation.
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photovoltaics | multijunction solar cells | concentration optics | diffuse light capture T he levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) is a primary metric that defines the economic competitiveness of photovoltaic (PV) approaches to electrical power generation (1) . As the performance of the highest efficiency single-junction flat-plate PV modules begins to reach theoretical limits, research toward cost reductions in such technologies shifts from performance to topics related to materials utilization and manufacturing (2) (3) (4) (5) . By contrast, the efficiencies of multijunction (MJ) solar cells based on III-V compound semiconductors continue to improve steadily, at a rate of ∼1% per year over the last 15 y, due largely to progress in epitaxial growth processes, mechanical stacking techniques, and microassembly methods for adding junctions that further maximize light absorption and minimize carrier thermalization losses (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . Record MJ cell efficiencies now approach ∼46.0%, with realistic pathways to the 50% milestone (5) . For economic deployment, however, the sophistication and associated costs of these cells demand the use of lenses, curved mirrors, or other forms of optics in conjunction with a mechanical tracker to geometrically concentrate incident direct sunlight in a manner that maximizes cell utilization (21, 22) . One commercial technology of interest uses a two-stage optical concentrating system that consists of an array of aspheric primary lenses and ball lenses interfaced to arrays of ultrathin, triplejunction (3J) III-V cells with submillimeter lateral dimensions formed by lithographic processes and epitaxial liftoff (23) (24) (25) .
Significance
Concentrator photovoltaic (CPV) systems, wherein light focuses onto multijunction solar cells, offer the highest efficiencies in converting sunlight to electricity. The performance is intrinsically limited, however, by an inability to capture diffuse illumination, due to narrow acceptance angles of the concentrator optics. Here we demonstrate concepts where flat-plate solar cells mount onto the backplanes of the most sophisticated CPV modules to yield an additive contribution to the overall output. Outdoor testing results with two different hybrid module designs demonstrate absolute gains in average daily efficiencies of between 1.02% and 8.45% depending on weather conditions. The findings suggest pathways to significant improvements in the efficiencies, with economics that could potentially expand their deployment to a wide range of geographic locations.
Here, transfer printing enables high-volume manufacturing and assembly of cells with these small dimensions (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) . The ball lenses, as secondary optics, improve manufacturing tolerances, produce uniform irradiation profiles on the cells by correcting for chromatic aberration, and expand the acceptance angle to nearly ±1°even at concentration ratios of >1,000 (22) . The compact sizes and weights of the resulting high-concentrator PV (HCPV) modules facilitate transport and installation and enable use of mechanical trackers with cost-effective designs. Production systems exhibit efficiencies of 35.5% at concentration ratios >1,000× under Concentrator Standard Test Conditions (CSTC).
Terrestrial use of these, and other, types of HCPV technologies is most economically attractive in geographic locations with high levels of direct normal irradiance (DNI) (e.g., >6 kWh/m 2 /d). Typical sites in the United States include California, Arizona, and New Mexico (33) . Limitations follow from the inability to use nondirect (i.e., diffuse) sunlight due to narrow acceptance angles of the concentrating optics, as dictated by the étendue conservation law (e.g., with a passive concentrator operating at a concentration ratio of 1,000, the acceptance angle is theoretically limited to 1.8°) (34) . Even in locations such as Tucson, AZ (17% diffuse) and Daggett, CA (20% diffuse) that have exceptionally high DNI, the enhancements associated with capture and conversion of diffuse illumination can be significant. In other locations such as San Francisco (29.6% diffuse) and Portland, OR (39.2% diffuse), operation under diffuse light becomes even more essential to the economics. Engineering solutions to this challenge have the potential to expand the application of concentrator systems to areas where they have previously been uncompetitive (35, 36) . SI Appendix, Fig. S1 presents estimates for the absolute increases in efficiency that can be expected in these locations (35) . As a perspective on the significance, calculations using detailed balance predict that the efficiency enhancements enabled by adding a diffuse collector with an optimized bandgap can exceed those provided by a replacement of 4J cells with 5J alternatives under standard AM 1.5G spectrum (10% diffuse) (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ). The ability to use diffuse sunlight also makes CPV less susceptible to soiling issues, as the scattered (by soiling) direct beam rays, which are not concentrated onto the high-efficiency MJ cells (ranges from 2% to 10% depending on locations and weather conditions; SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ), can be captured by the diffuse collectors. As a first attempt to capture diffuse light, a recent report introduced a prototype minimodule device built on a conventional CPV platform through the addition of silicon (Si) cells with arrays of circular holes to allow passage of focused light onto underlying MJ cells (36) . This demonstration, however, involved concentration ratios (<500×) that are too low to be economically viable, and standard cells and single-stage optical components that pose significant challenges in thermal management, efficient/accurate tracking, and manufacturing tolerances. The two advanced CPV technologies examined here avoid these and other key limitations, thereby providing the basis for a realistic, competitive approach to PV power generation.
The work reported here examines advanced modes of implementation and detailed analysis in the context of the most advanced commercially available HCPV module, designed for utility-scale power generation in solar farms, as described above, and of a previously unpublished, ultrathin design, configured for use on rooftops and in space applications. Specifically, the following results experimentally and theoretically examine schemes that incorporate capabilities in diffuse light capture into these two types of module architectures. The version that uses the HCPV technology outlined above exploits laser-cut strips of conventional Si cells, without machined holes, mounted in a form-fitting manner onto the module backplanes. These systems offer economically viable concentration ratios, (>1,000×) with advanced microscale cells for improved thermal management, and dual-stage optics for efficient/accurate tracking and manufacturing tolerances. (In the following, we refer to this module architecture as HCPV + -DS, where "+" refers to capabilities in diffuse light capture and DS to the dual-stage optics). The other architecture employs a compact design optimized for diffuse light capture, where MJ cells on a transparent substrate stack directly onto an unmodified commodity Si cell. These components couple to an overlying thin plano-convex (PCX) lens array, enabling an exceptionally low-profile module (<5 mm in total thickness) suitable for deployment in space-restricted areas (e.g., rooftops) or in applications where weight is a primary concern (e.g., portable systems, or space applications). (In the following, we refer to this module architecture as CPV + -LP, where the LP refers to low-profile optics and the absence of H refers to the modest concentration ratios.) Compared with conventional designs, the CPV + -LP architecture offers additional cost advantages because its ultracompact size and lightweight design significantly reduce both installation/transportation expenses and the steel required for the mechanical tracker.
The economic rationale for both of these designs rests on the fact that ∼80% of the cost of energy from flat-plate PV technology comes from non-cell-related balance-of-module and balance-of-system (BOS) cost associated with land, transport, installation, and maintenance (i.e., the turnkey cost in Q4-2015 of a utility-scale plant with tracking is $1.54/W dc and the cost of the Si cells is $0.33/W) (2, 37). As a result, the addition of the Si cells to an otherwise well-designed CPV platform can represent an incremental cost, justified by the improved performance and consistency of output. Specifically, at current market prices, the cost of the Si cells (i.e., without enclosure, package, inverter, BOS cost, etc.) in a conventional flat-plate PV system corresponds to ∼15% of the LCOE for that system (1, 37) . Assuming that the CPV technology used in this work is economically competitive with Si flat plate in regions of moderate to high DNI (38) , the cost for adding Si cells to CPV is approximately only 7.5% of the LCOE, because the output per unit area of a Si module is roughly one-half that for a corresponding CPV module. The economic case for the CPV + concept follows from comparison of the marginal cost of adding the Si (7.5%) to the benefit in terms of additional energy generated. Experimental results reported here suggest that the addition of Si cells to CPV modules increases the overall energy production by roughly 10% even in regions of the United States with the most abundant direct solar radiation resources (diffuse component ∼20%, assuming the Si cell efficiency is ∼50% of the CPV module), thereby supporting the potential for an overall reduction in the LCOE. Current trends in reductions in the costs of Si cells and increases in the efficiencies of III-V cells could make such CPV + architectures even more attractive in the future.
The CPV + concept also yields significant increases in power per unit area, relevant for all applications: from deployment in regions of high DNI where ∼20% of the solar resource is in the form of diffuse light, to markets with constrained rooftop space, and to geographic domains with modest DNI. Outdoor field testing of HCPV + -DS and CPV + -LP modules, as described in detail subsequently, shows absolute increases in efficiencies of between 1.02% and 8.45% at a latitude of 35.9886°N (Durham, NC), 1.97-6.06% at a latitude of 40.1125°N (Bondville, IL), and 5.20% at a latitude of 38.9072°N (Washington, DC) in typical weather conditions in the spring, summer, and fall months. An additional advantage of these systems is that the large numbers of cells in the platforms provide flexibility in matching their electrical outputs to yield standardized two-terminal module interfaces (39) . . These components mount in a white powder-coated steel enclosure (636 mm × 476 mm × 68 mm) with a polymerencapsulated copper backplane. The Si cells, interconnected in series without bypass diodes, cover 72% of the available backplane area. These components bond onto a white plastic insulating substrate for mechanical support and for ease of integration into the overall housing.
Results and Discussion
The CPV + -LP embodiment provides complementary capabilities and illustrates the versatility of the overall concepts. Here, an array of 3J cells mount on a transparent substrate with a form factor (∼100 mm × 100 mm) designed to match that of commodity Si cells, without modification (Maxeon, SunPower Corp., η = 20% under 1 sun). Stacking these two subsystems and integrating a corresponding set of single-stage low-concentration (LC) optics yields a complete module in which direct sunlight focuses onto the array of microcells while the diffuse light strikes the unmodified, underlying Si cell as illustrated in Fig. 2A . In an example shown here, the optics consist of an array of glass LC outward-facing PCX aspheres (18×) with thickness of 2.5 mm and focal length of 1 mm, in a hexagonal array with 3-mm pitch. The entire stack, as shown in Fig. 2B , provides for a low-profile module with a thickness that is less than 5 mm and a Si cell coverage that approaches ∼100% (96% after taking the shading by the 3J cells into account). Characteristic I-V performance curves for the array of 3J cells and the Si cell appear in Fig. 2C . These data correspond to simultaneous measurements from a single module on a tracker during an outdoor field test in Washington, DC under partly cloudy skies on March 3, 2016 [global normal irradiance (GNI) = 1,053.0 W m
. The 3J cell array operates at high voltage (V oc = 87.0 V) and low current (I sc = 21.9 mA), due to an electrical configuration of 34 parallel-connected strings of 30 series connected cells, each of which generates over 3 V under CSTC. The Si cell yields correspondingly higher currents (I sc = 740 mA) and lower voltages (V oc = 0.631 V). Fig. 2 D and E present optical images of the assembled device before and after integrating with the underlying Si cell without a top LC outward-facing PCX lens array. Fig. 2 D and E (Inset) images show a cell arrangement and an interconnection scheme.
Diffuse solar radiation has a wide angular spread and follows a broad range of beam trajectories through the concentrating optics. As the angular distribution of diffuse irradiance can vary with meteorological conditions, the calculations presented here assume a Lambertian distribution. For the front lens arrays in both module architectures, the transmittance of light incident at various incidence angles (θ) can be simulated by ray tracing (LightTools). Results for the primary, inward-facing HC PCX lens array in the HCPV-DS module (f/# = focal length/lens diameter = 3) appear in Fig. 3A . At incidence angles greater than 30°, the transmittance suffers from total internal reflection (TIR) within the array, as highlighted by calculations that do not consider Fresnel reflection losses (black curves in Fig. 3A ; see SI Appendix, Fig. S4 for ray path illustrations). These losses (both TIR and Fresnel) continue to increase as the incidence angle increases. Similar trends appear in simulations for the outward-facing LC PCX lens array for the CPV-LP module (f/# = 2.3; SI Appendix, Fig. S5 ).
The averaged transmittance of diffuse light through a PCX lens unit in either module design is also related to its focusing power. As shown by the simulated results in Fig. 3B and SI Appendix, Fig. S5 , larger values of f/# (i.e., a smaller focusing power) lead to higher transmittance due to reduced TIR losses within the PCX lens, whereas the Fresnel losses (difference between the red and black curves) remain nearly constant. The f/# also influences the irradiance distribution on the focal plane, as shown by the calculated results in Fig. 3C and SI Appendix, Fig. S5 . The spatial uniformity of these irradiance profiles can be defined by their root-mean-square deviation (RMSD), according to
where I i is the irradiance of a sampling pixel at some location and I avg is the overall averaged irradiance on the panel backplane. As presented in Fig. 3B and SI Appendix, Fig. S5 , the RMSD reaches negligible values when the f/# is larger than 2. The PCX lens arrays in both module architectures fulfill this criterion. Similar ray-tracing methods can simulate the distribution of diffuse irradiance that forms on both types of module backplanes after passage through the PCX lens array. This quantity is important for efficient capture and conversion by the Si cells. Calculations, again assuming Lambertian angular distribution for the incoming diffuse light, for the HCPV + -DS module reveal these distributions for three different sidewall reflectivity conditions (mirror, diffuse, and absorbing), as shown in Fig. 4 . Reflecting sidewalls (i.e., 100% specular reflection) generate the most even backplane diffuse light distribution (RMSD = 0.0059; Fig. 4A ), equivalent to the case of an infinite lens array where projections of diffuse light through multiple single lenses (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 ) overlap to create uniform irradiance. The overall optical efficiency (η op ) for passage of diffuse light through the primary lens array and arrival at the backplane is 76%, restricted by losses from Fresnel reflections (11%) and limited acceptance angles for photons at large incidence angles due to TIR within the primary lens array (13%). For the case of a 10% diffuse light component in the incident solar illumination, the total normalized irradiance in the form of concentration level (relative to one-sun illumination) can be calculated along a dashed line (Fig. 4A) that overlaps with the locations of the 3J cells, as plotted in Fig. 4B . The sharp peaks and flat regions represent the concentrated light and diffuse radiation, respectively. The module housings involve sidewalls covered by glossy white powder coat paint, with a scattering reflective condition closer to a Lambertian diffusive surface. The simulation results for this case are in Fig. 4 C and D. Although the diffuse irradiance distribution shows some variation near the edges of the module, leading to RMSD = 0.11 over the whole panel backplane, the uniformity remains excellent in the central region (16 × 24 lens units, RMSD = 0.016). The overall optical efficiency (η op ) for the diffuse irradiance in this case (diffuse sidewall) is 73%. The global efficiency gain (η gain ) of the HCPV + -DS module can be estimated by multiplying η op with the Si cell efficiency (η Si = 18.5%), the fraction of the solar illumination that is diffuse (f diff ), and the Si cell areal coverage ratio on the panel backplane (f A = 0.72). When f diff = 20% (e.g., a typical sunny day in New Mexico, California, and Nevada), the expected η gain from the array of the Si cells is f diff × η op × η Si × f A = 1.9%. In complete overcast conditions (f diff = 100%), the estimated efficiency gain from the Si cells reaches 9.7% (assuming η Si remains the same under the cloudy sky spectra). An unmodified HCPV system ceases to function under such circumstances. Further improvements are possible through the addition of Si cells on the sidewalls to reach η op = 76%. Such schemes involve, however, additional costs and they significantly increase nonuniformities in the irradiance distribution on the sidewalls and backplane (The RMSD of irradiance profile on the backplane is 0.18, Fig.  4E ). Furthermore, the irradiance on the sidewall is only ∼1/3 of that of the center of the backplane (Fig. 4F) , which would result in a voltage drop in the Si cells that may not be fully compensated by the gain in optical efficiency.
Corresponding results for the CPV + -LP system appear in Fig.  4 G and H. Here, η op is 75.6%, mainly limited by optical losses from the top lens array, following considerations that are similar to those associated with the primary optic in the HCPV + -DS design. For this type of module (η op = 75.6%, η Si = 20%, f A = 0.96), the expected η gain is 2.9% and 14.5% on sunny (f diff = 20%) and overcast (f diff = 100%) days, respectively, both of which exceed values estimated for the HCPV + -DS architecture due to the improved Si cell coverage.
Outdoor testing of HCPV + -DS modules on a two-axis solar tracker located in Durham, NC reveals their performance under realistic operational conditions. Separate measurements collected approximately once per minute yield values for the power output from the 3J and the Si cells. A pyranometer (LiCor) and normal incidence pyrheliometer (Eppley Lab) located on a nearby tracker record the GNI and DNI. Representative data (GNI, DNI along with the power density from the HCPV-DS module, the Si cells, and the summed values, corresponding to the total output of the HCPV + -DS system) under three typical weather conditions (i.e., sunny, partly sunny, and cloudy) are in Fig. 5 A-C (representative outdoor I-V curves for both CPV and Si components can be found in SI Appendix, Fig. S7 ). Fig. 5D and Table 1 module area) extracted from these measurements (similar data extracted from outdoor testing in Bondville, IL are presented in SI Appendix, Fig. S8 ). For the case of the sunny day (November 20, 2015, Fig. 5A ), the DNI is over 90% and is stable (red shaded area, ∼900 W/m 2 ) throughout the day. Here, the HCPV-DS power density (blue curve) peaks at 309.4 W/m 2 (12:19 PM) and reaches an average global efficiency (η HCPV-DS ) of 29.5% between 11:00 AM and 4:00 PM (note that the efficiency against the DNI is 31.9% here). The Si cells provide an added power density of 9.57 W/m 2 at the same time (red curve), which translates to an averaged absolute global efficiency gain of 1.02% when the averaged diffuse component is 7.64%, to enable η HCPV Fig. 5D show that the absolute efficiency gain provided by the Si cells follows the trend of the diffuse component of incident radiation, with average cell efficiencies (calculated using only the area of the Si cells) of 18.4% (sunny, November 20) and 13.9% (partly sunny, November 28 and cloudy, October 25) against diffuse irradiance. The latter value matches predictions by optical simulation (η op × η Si = 0.73 × 0.185 = 13.5%). The former exceeds simulation, likely because the Si cell can generate additional power from DNI scattered from intersections between lens arrays and/or imperfections in the lens surfaces (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 ).
Outdoor field test measurements with a CPV + -LP module in Washington, DC on a partly sunny day (March 3, 2016) provide operational insights similar to those described above. The measured DNI and GNI, together with the power density generated by the CPV + -LP module, appear in Fig. 5E . As with the HCPV + -DS system, the maximum power generated by the 3J cell array follows the DNI profile whereas the output power from the Si cell remains fairly constant, following the trend of the diffuse irradiance (i.e., GNI-DNI). The efficiency of the 3J cell array measured in the integrated module (i.e., with optical losses from the lens array) against DNI is ∼30%; that of the Si cell relative to the diffuse irradiance is ∼10% (dashed orange lines in Fig. 5F ). This Si efficiency includes effects of shading losses associated with the grid interconnects and the 3J cells as well as reflection losses associated with the concentration optics and the glass support for the 3J cell array. Compared with the previously described design, the glass support represents an additional source of loss, partly compensated by the improved coverage of the Si cell (nearly 100%), such that a similar level of averaged global efficiency gain (5.20%) relative to the averaged diffuse component (54.3%) results, as shown in Fig. 5F . The averaged efficiency of a CPV-LP module against GNI is 13.8%, whereas the CPV + -LP system reaches 19.0% on this particular day. The data, as provided in SI Appendix, Fig. S9 , indicate a linear relationship between the output power from the Si cells and the diffuse irradiance (GNI-DNI). Interestingly, the data from the Si cell are more tightly correlated with diffuse power at low levels of DNI (<300 W/m 2 , black points) than at high levels (red points). This observation again suggests that the DNI lost by scattering from the lens array intersections and imperfections on the lens surfaces is recycled by the Si cell, similar to the effects described previously for the HCPV + -DS modules (SI Appendix, Fig. S9 ). For both types of CPV + modules, the low per-area cost of energy from Si cells makes them attractive for use on the module backplane as diffuse light collectors. Emerging alternatives based on perovskites, organics, epitaxial lift-off III-Vs, each with the additional possibility of use in advanced luminescent concentration schemes (31, (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) , may also be considered. The bandgaps, in particular, are important. Fig. 6A presents the detailed balance limit for the absolute efficiency gain from diffuse light capture as a function of the cell bandgap and the air mass value, calculated based on the simulation package SMARTS (46, 47) . At AM 1.5, with panel tilting angle tracking the sun, rather than a fixed 37°tilt angle used for the standard ASTM G173-03 reference spectrum (see SI Appendix, Fig. S10 for comparison) , the absolute efficiency gain from diffuse light capture (i.e., the difference between the tilted GNI and DNI) peaks at a bandgap of 1.41 eV, which is different from the values (1.14 and 1.34 eV) optimized for the full spectrum conversion (3). This difference follows from the increased weight of the diffuse solar spectrum in the visible band compared with the full solar spectrum (SI Appendix, Fig. S11 ). The maximal efficiency gain (4.6% at 1.41 eV, with a diffuse component of 13%) is ∼0.5% higher than that predicted for Si (4.1% at 1.11 eV). As the atmosphere becomes thicker (i.e., higher AM value), the achievable efficiency gain tends to increase slightly due to the increased diffuse component, with the optimum bandgap shifting to a smaller values due to spectral variation. An ∼5% gain in efficiency is theoretically possible under thick air mass numbers (e.g., AM = 4). Increases in atmospheric turbidity, either in the form of soil dust or air pollution, lead to further increases in the diffuse component. Fig.  6B shows the detailed balance limit for the efficiency gain from diffuse light capture as a function of single-junction bandgap and the aerosol optical depth (τ) under AM 1.5 condition. In "clean air" (τ = 0.1) 5.0% absolute efficiency gain is expected at a bandgap of 1.37-1.56 eV, whereas in "smoky/foggy air" (τ = 0.8) 17.1% absolute efficiency boost is possible with a bandgap of 1.37-1.44 eV. Such simulations suggest value in custom backplane cell designs that optimizes the cell bandgap for different terrestrial and climate conditions. In addition to the careful selection of cell bandgaps for diffuse light utilization, several other strategies can improve the efficiencies of the two CPV + modules introduced here. The performance of the CPV + -LP system can be enhanced by: (i) mitigating reflection losses from lens surfaces by introducing full spectrum antireflection (AR) coatings with broad acceptance angles, with the potential for increasing the optical efficiency by 8% for direct light (i.e., 4% at each interface) and from 76% to 88% for diffuse light; (ii) reducing the reflections losses from the transparent substrate that supports the arrays of 3J cells, by adding the AR layer on top and an index matching liquid underneath to fill the air gap between the substrate and the Si cell, with the potential to improve the optical efficiency by 8% for diffuse light; (iii) increasing the concentration ratio to hundreds of suns, with the potential to increase the efficiency for direct sunlight by ∼3%; and (iv) incorporating world-record MJ cells (∼46% efficiency), with the potential to increase the efficiency for direct light by 9%. Extrapolations based on implementing all of these enhancements combined with the use of cells with optimized bandgap for diffuse light [GaAs ∼ 1.4 eV, optimized for AM = 1.5, η = 28.8% (5)], suggest that the global efficiency for the CPV + -LP module measured on a partly sunny day (54.3% diffuse) like the one in Table 1 can be improved from 19.0% to 28.8%, whereas on a sunny day (10% diffuse), projected global efficiency can be improved from 28.9% to 35.2%. These improved efficiency values for the CPV + -LP systems are comparable to, and can even exceed, world-record flat-plate modules formed by epitaxial growth [InGaP/GaAs dual junction from Alta Devices, η = 31.6% (5)].
For the HCPV + -DS system, besides (i) using the AR coatings on lens surfaces (8% enhancement for direct light, 19% for diffuse light) and (ii) using the world-record MJ cells (9% enhancement for direct light) as mentioned earlier, the efficiency can also benefit from (iii) increasing the Si cell coverage on the backplane from 72% to nearly 100%. The collective impact of changes (i)-(iii), together with use of cells that have optimized bandgaps (GaAs ∼ 1.4 eV, η = 28.8%) could improve the module efficiencies reported in Table 1 from 30.5% to 36.6% (for sunny days) and from 21.2% to 30.8% (for partly sunny days).
For both CPV + module designs, these enhancements correspond to significant gains in annual average efficiency at various geographic locations in the United States (see the Future Innovations chart in SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ) In high DNI regions such as Tucson [with an annual diffuse radiation component (f diff,avg ) of 17.0%)] and Daggett (f diff,avg = 20.2%), the yearly average absolute increases in efficiency (Δη diff,avg ) by adding the diffuse collector are 3.8% and 4.6%, respectively, whereas in medium DNI regions with more frequent overcast conditions such as San Francisco (f diff,avg = 29.6%) and Portland (f diff,avg = 39.2%), Δη diff,avg reaches 6.7% and 8.8%, respectively. Data from installation in these and others regions of the world may yield data useful for detailed LCOE analyses in future work.
Conclusions
In summary, this paper demonstrates schemes by which advanced CPV module technologies can be readily converted into systems capable of capturing and converting both direct and diffuse solar radiation, with potentially important consequences on the cost of energy for photovoltaics. Outdoor testing results in Durham, NC, in Bondville, IL, and in Washington, DC indicate absolute increases in daily averaged module efficiencies between 1.02% and 8.45%, measured against GNI solar radiation, depending on weather conditions. Exploiting improved AR coatings on the concentrating optics and glass surfaces and implementing optimized bandgaps for the flat-plate PV materials offer near-term potential for further significant improvements in the performance characteristics. Furthermore, because these module architectures are independent of the MJ cell designs, immediate improvements in module efficiencies may be possible by leveraging future advances in MJ cell technology. The overall results suggest promising routes toward high-efficiency PV platforms, suitable wide geographic deployment. 
